Relationship between Weight Pre-Pregnancy and Weight Gain during Pregnancy with Preterm Birth
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Abstract

Worldwide alarming increase of obesity prevalence has led the WHO to take into consideration as one of the most serious global health problems of the 21st century. 40% of women worldwide are overweight. The leading causes of obesity prevalence in women more often because during pregnancy and before pregnancy they gain excess weight. The rapid increase of obesity prevalence especially among women in the World cause women begin pregnancy overweight or obese and this can cause problems about pregnancy and birth. One of the most important of these problems are the threat of premature birth. Each year it is estimated that 15 million babies born before 37 weeks and it is increasing day by day. The relationship between weight gain during pregnancy of preterm birth and weight before pregnancy are discussed in the literature. Some studies suggest that obesity or less weight than usual increases the risk of preterm birth and some suggest it is not affect. Two studies done with 4735 and 8266 women shows that overweight and obesity increase the risk of preterm birth. As a result, despite efforts to reduce preterm birth, premature birth and infant mortality rate leads to an increase in morbidity and the incidence is increasing. It is thought that one of the most important cause of preterm birth balancing BMI pre-pregnancy and during pregnancy contribute positively maternal and neonatal outcomes. Pregnancy is not a good time to lose weight. Predicted weight gain during pregnancy should be set at the beginning of the monitoring.
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Introduction

Since mankind has been struggling with starvation, famine and poverty throughout the history, excessive weight and obesity were perceived as the indications of health and wealth in almost all communities. Although starvation and poverty are still a major problem, health problems associated with both insufficient nourishment and infectious diseases have been replaced with health problems brought by overnutrition and obesity [1]. While obesity was considered a developed countries' problem at the beginning, it has been inevitable with increased income levels in developing countries, adaption of the western life style, decrease in energy consumption when energy intake increases and finally through migration from rural to urban. Furthermore, the decrease in physical activities due to facilitated life style in transportation, production and farming domains, the changes in nourishment habits in modern life (especially fast-food), rapidly eaten unhealthy foods and a nourishment style rich in fat, carbohydrates and refined sugar and poor in vegetable fibers in parallel with the spread of technological tools (cell-phone, television, computer, home theatre, etc.) have significantly contributed to the increase in obesity [1-4]. Consequently, the prevalence of obesity is constantly increasing regardless of east-west or rich-poor community discrimination. Today, the second most important cause of preventable deaths after smoking is obesity [4]. Therefore, obesity seems a multifactor chronic disease that reduces quality of life. This worrisome increase in obesity prevalence worldwide has led World Health Organization to consider obesity as one of the most serious global health problems in 21st century [4]. The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) said that nearly one in two adults and one in six children are overweight or obese in OECD countries. While adult obesity rates are highest in the United States, Mexico, New Zealand and Hungary, they are lowest in Japan and Korea. Obesity rates are projected to increase further by 2030, and Korea and Switzerland are the countries where obesity rates are projected to increase at a faster pace. Social inequalities in overweight and obesity are strong, especially among women [5].
According to WHO, there are 1.9 billion over-weighted adults in 2014 and more than 600 million of them are obese. While 40% of women are over-weighted in the world, 29.3% of the women are over-weighed and 24.5% are obese in Turkey [6,7]. Studies carried out on this topic have demonstrated in Turkish women that the reduced physical activity, higher birth rate, longer lactation periods, accompanying diabetes and hypertension, lower income and education levels have significantly influenced the obesity [8,9]. However, over weight gained during pre-and-peri-gestational periods in women is one of the leading causes of obesity seen [10].

Gaining weight during pregnancy has categorized the BMI (in terms of kg/m²) as less than normal (<18.5), normal (between 18.5 and 24.9), above normal (between 25 and 29.9) and obese (>30). According to BMI (Body Mass Index), total weight gain (lb) is recommended as less than normal (28-40), normal (25-35), above normal (15-25) and obese (11-20) (Table 1) [11,12].

Since obesity seen throughout pregnancy is related to a number of complications, it is considered as a higher risky situation and as an indication is thought to have a crucial importance in occurrence of unwanted gestational outcomes [10,13,14]. Preconception obesity rate varies between 1.8 and 25.3 % worldwide [15]. All over the world, women to initiate pregnancy with a weight above normal or as an obese in accordance with the rapid increase in the prevalence of over-weight and obesity among women have more birth-related problems. The most important one of these problems is the threat for preterm [13,16-18].

**Association with Obesity, Weight Pre-Pregnancy and Weight Gain During Pregnancy of Preterm Birth**

The threat for preterm that is called preterm birth is defined as a birth action that starts beginning from the first day of last menstruation between 20 and 37 weeks (140 and 259 days). “Premature labor” is defined as a delivery taking place between those weeks independent from the birth weight. It is estimated that 15 million babies are delivered before 37th week each year and this rate is steadily increasing. In 2013, preterm was held responsible for the death of approximately 1 million children younger than 5-year old. Preterm labor rate varies between 5 to 18 % in 184 countries [19]. Preterm labors are responsible for more than 75 % of perinatal mortalities and more than half of the long term morbidities [20,21].

Premature labors are also seen as the primary cause of mortality and morbidity in newborns. Although the advances in technology and patient monitoring, there is no a significant decrease in the incidence of premature actions and labors. Health centers and obstetricians attempt to reduce the preterm labor rate by considering the effects of premature labor on the early period of human health. In order to prevent preterm labor, high risk patients are intervened preconception and symptomatic patients during pregnancy [22]. Therefore, it is thought that reduction of factors that may cause risks by health professionals preconception will provide great advances about this subject. To this end, to predict and prevent preterm birth should be the essential goal. Especially, decreasing the body weight above normal preconception or preventing the preterm birth through controlled weight gain during pregnancy started to gain importance recently.

The number of studies examining the relationship between with preterm delivery of pre-pregnancy weight gain and weight gain in pregnancy is limited. Some studies reported that obesity, overweight or the weight less than normal have increased the risk for preterm labor; whereas others failed to show such an effect. ACOG indicates that obesity is associated with preterm delivery, but the relationship with spontaneous preterm delivery is controversial. Pregnancy is a period in which women experience significant changes in their body weights. BMI is one of the important factors affecting the prognosis of pregnancy. High or low BMI is associated with antenatal, intrapartum and postpartum complications (preeclampsia, gestational diabetes, preterm labor, postpartum hemorrhage) [23,24]. BMI is also one of the most significant factors related to preterm births in Central and Eastern Europe [25]. In a study carried out with 11323 pregnant women found that inadequate gestational weight gain and excessive gestational weight gain were independent risk factors for preterm birth compared with normal gestational weight gain [26,27]. Maternal and fetal outcomes such as low birth weight, macrosomia, birth rates of spontaneous preterm labor, cesarean delivery, maternal postpartum obesity have been found to be more healthy for pregnant women with body weight between the borders of The Institute of Medicine (IOM) [28]. Also, it is generally stated that obese women have a high risk for preterm labor, but low risk for spontaneous preterm labor. However, it is thought that the relationship between maternal obesity and preterm birth risk

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre-gestational Health</th>
<th>BMI (kg/m²)</th>
<th>Recommended Range of Total Weight (lb)</th>
<th>^Recommended Rates of Weight Gain in the Second and Third Trimesters (lb) (Mange Range[lb/wk])</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than Normal</td>
<td>&lt;18.5</td>
<td>28-40</td>
<td>1 (1-1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>18.5-24.9</td>
<td>25-35</td>
<td>1 (0.8-1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above Normal</td>
<td>25-29.9</td>
<td>15-25</td>
<td>0.6 (0.5-0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obese (includes all classes)</td>
<td>&gt;30</td>
<td>11-20</td>
<td>0.5 (0.4-0.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Calculations assume a 1.1-4.4 lb weight gain the first trimester

Table 1: The Guideline for Weight Gain during Pregnancy According to BMI [11,12]
is complex and potentially influenced by other factors including age, parity, smoking and ethnicity. Although the mechanism by which obesity reduces the risk of spontaneous preterm labor is not fully understood, it is stated that obese women may have a lower level of spontaneous uterine activity compared to normal weight and weaker women [29]. Obese pregnant women are more likely to develop gestational diabetes and preeclampsia causing maternal risk increasing the rates of preterm delivery [30]. In a systematic review of 49 studies, it was observed that as the BMI increases, the preterm delivery risk increases [31]. In a meta-analysis study carried out with 10 171 obese preterm births in pregnant women with gestational weight gain over the indicated increased risk [32]. In another study it was found that gestational weight gain above the recommendations and moderate weight gain during pregnancy is associated with preterm [33,34]. In a study by Vivatkusol, et al., percentage of cesarean section was increased in the overweight and obese pregnant women; in contrast, the rate of preterm births showed an increase in underweight pregnant women [35]. Also, in another study found that risk of preterm birth were high in the insufficient weight gain groups regardless of BMI [36]. Huang, et al. reported that excessive gestational weight gain among underweight pregnant women, insufficient gestational weight gain among obese pregnant women and excessive gestational weight gain in last trimester were important indicators of preterm birth [37]. Hannaford, et al. found that pregnant women who gained weight below recommendations and normal-weight patients who gained below recommendation were twice as likely to deliver preterm [38]. Enomoto, et al. showed that poor weight gain in pregnancy correlated with a higher frequency preterm birth, preterm premature rupture of membranes, and spontaneous preterm birth. In a study carried out with 4735 women, the risks for preterm and cesarean section were significantly higher in obese pregnant women [14,39]. A study conducted with 8266 women living in Amsterdam found that overweight and obesity have increased the threat for preterm labor risk and the preterm labor risk was more prevalent in smoking and immigrant women [40]. In another study it was found that the risk for preterm birth has increased in obese pregnant women with singleton and multiple pregnancies [41]. In a study by Maslo, et al., in overweight and obese women the increased weight gain throughout pregnancy was found to be associated with lesser spontaneous preterm labor and lesser early premature membrane rupture [42]. Moreover, in another study, obesity has increased the risk for preterm birth in nulliparous, black and Hispanic women. Contrary to these studies, other studies found higher risk for preterm labor in women with weight less than normal [43,44]. Ina study, Honest et al. reported that the weight preconception could not be helpful in predicting preterm labor [45]. In a study by Mamun, et al., the risk for preterm labor was found higher in women who had weight less than normal preconception or had gained insufficient weight during pregnancy, whereas the risk was lower in those who gained overweight during pregnancy [13]. In Sharifzadet, et al’s study, it was reported that there was a significant negative relationship between preterm labor and maternal body mass index (BMI) and the preterm birth was more frequently seen in women with reduced BMI [46]. In a study by Kosa, et al., both reduced and increased BMI preconception was found to be related to preterm labor [47]. Besides, in De Jongh, et al’s study is was found that the normal BMI preconception was protective in Caucasian/non-Hispanic, Spanish and Asian pregnant women, but not in Black/non-Hispanic women [48].

Conclusion and Recommendations

Finally, despite attempts to reduce preterm labor the preterm labor still leads to increases in infant mortalities and mortalities and its incidence also continues to increase. It is thought that balancing BMI during preconception and pregnancy, which is one of the most important causes of preterm labor, will provide positive contributions to maternal and neonatal outcomes [14]. Pregnancy is not the right time for losing weight. Therefore, to encourage those women with higher BMI to lose weight preconception and become pregnant when they reached a suitable weight is very important in terms of prevention of potential problems. Furthermore, it is also important to both initiate pregnancy in a planned manner in the preconceptional period and make regular weight checks during pregnancy. The weight gain recommended during pregnancy should be determined at the beginning of follow-up, pregnant women should be informing of the nourishment and if necessary they should be referred to a dietitian. Co-operation with endocrinologists should be done for obese pregnancies with diabetes. Women must be training about nourishment, exercise and weight control during preconception and pregnancy. Since there are few studies carried out on the BMI at the preconception period, weight gain during pregnancy and complications in Turkey, more prospective studies are needed.
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